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What? 

All the insect soldiers were burned in a fire? 

All his efforts during this time went up in smoke! 

The Insect Ruler was instantly infuriated at the words and gnashed his teeth. 

He even had the impulse to rush up and have a life-and-death battle with Old 
Hagstorm, but he forcibly suppressed it with the little rationality he had 
remaining. 

The situation was not good. 

There were three Martial Saint experts in Flandom, but Lloyd was heavily 
injured and lost his com power, the Pontiff was dead and turned into an insect 
soldier, and the dragonslayer knight was practically useless. 

If he continued the battle, he would have to face three Martial Saint experts—
Old Hagstorm, Old Ophis, and the master of the Shrouded Gate... 

There was almost no chance of winning. Swoosh... 

After contemplating for a moment and sorting everything out, the Insect Ruler 
glared fiercely at Old Hagstorm. A deep resentment flashed in his eyes, and 
he released a massive number of insects. 

Some rushed toward the audience seats, and others toward the nobles. 

“Ahhh! What the hell is this? It’s so scary!” 

“Quick, move! Don’t block my way...! 

“Damn it, what is this...” 



Chaos erupted at the scene. 

The Insect Ruler immediately fled the scene with a few subordinates. 

Seeing the situation, Alexander also escaped with Lloyd under the protection 
of many experts. 

“Hey, don’t try to run!” 

Noir and the others prepared to chase after them. 

“Wait!” Andrius immediately held Noir back and said in a low voice, “Let's deal 
with the situation here first.” 

He wanted more than anyone to eliminate the Insect Ruler, the root of the 
troubles in Florence, and completely solve the problem at its source. 

However, he had taken a blow from Lloyd earlier. Although he seemed fine on 
the surface, he had suffered severe internal injuries. It would be hard for him 
to display his strong abilities for a while. 

Furthermore, Alexander’s family had been operating in Flandom for many 
years. They had deep roots with connections and influence extending to 
various sectors and factions. They would not topple with just Margerina’s 
words. 

“Got it, Andy!” Noir was startled and understood the severity of the situation. 

Andrius looked at the chaotic scene and ordered, “Noir, lead the elite 
Lycantroops and help Katalina purge the court in Flandom, especially officials 
related to Alexander. Leave no one unscathed and uncover everything! 

“Also, strengthen the protection for Katalina as much as possible. Make sure 
nothing happens to her!” 

Andrius did not need to mention the final point. Noir would do it anyway. Thus, 
he replied, “I know, Andy.” 

Then, he led a group of experts with Katalina and took action. 

“Ugh...” 



Once they left, Andrius could not suppress his injuries any longer. Blood 
flowed from his mouth with a muffled groan. 

Old Hagstorm gave him a thumbs-up, praising, “Andrius, isicaesn miatekd 
adie strength of a late-stage Martial God. It seems we underestimated you. 
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To the side, Old Ophis could not help but say, “You've done well. At least, | 
wasn’t as powerful when | was a late-stage Martial God.” 

Andrius smiled wryly. “Master, stop joking and help me heal quickly.” 
“Hahaha...” Old Hagstorm laughed. 

Then, they found a quiet room and began to heal Andrius. 

As for Luna... 

She wanted to approach Andrius and check his condition, but with O| 
Hagstormprgsets. chests not do 

chand just watched Andrius leave with the others. Then, she left as well with 
her people. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Far away, under the mountains, a group of people ran out panting. 

It was the Insect Ruler, Alexander, Lloyd, and the dragonslayer knight. They 
were finally a safe distance far away from Andrius and the master of the 
Shrouded Gate. 

“Bleurgh...” 

Lloyd was constantly struck by the fire poison and could no old back spittiqg 
arottler fadathtul of blood out. His face was pale like the dead, looking 
extremely miserable. “Elder!” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

 


